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Abstract: With the expansion of model scale and the improvement of model accuracy, the real-time
rendering and displaying of 3D mesh models remain infeasible. To relieve such pressure, mesh
simplification methods have been proposed to reduce the structural complexity while preserving
the appearance. This work introduces a shape-preserving simplification method for urban building
models. Compared to traditional simplification methods that only consider preserving local geometric
features, we also consider the overall shapes of building models to avoid collapse with an increased
simplification rate. The proposed method works in four steps. First, we filter mesh models to yield
planar structures while preserving sharp features. Second, we detect the shapes of planar regions.
Third, we simplify the planar and non-planar regions constrained by the overall shapes and local
geometric features. Finally, we remap the texture. Experiments show the effectiveness of this method
by evaluating it on various building models and comparing its performance with the original QEM
algorithms. Furthermore, we maintain better spatial consistency in building models with different
levels of detail (LOD) than traditional methods.

Keywords: urban modeling; mesh filtering; shape detection; mesh simplification

1. Introduction

Triangle meshes remain a popular representation of 3D models. A mesh model
generated from a photogrammetry pipeline typically contains hundreds of millions of
faces [1], which brings enormous difficulties in storage, transfer, and display [2]. However,
quick rendering and displaying are required when users browse models. Therefore, it has
become necessary to reduce the structural complexity dramatically while preserving the
appearance; that is, the closer the distance, the more details of the displayed models, and
vice versa [3].

Mesh simplification is a long-studied problem, with many methods developed to
sustainably reduce the original mesh size without affecting its appearance [4]. Here, the
critical question is how to define the main structures and small details [1]. Traditional
simplification methods only focus on local geometric features and topological constraints.
The approximation is generally applicable to terrain datasets. But for buildings whose
shapes are planar in common, local geometric features are insufficient, and the overall
shapes should be detected and preserved [5]. Otherwise, the mesh model might lose its
original appearance at a high simplification rate [6]. Based on the above analysis, our
proposed method is supposed to preserve planar structural features. Another question is
about geometric noise and topological defects generated by the photogrammetry pipeline,
which further hinder the detection of planar structures [5]. To eliminate the defects and
perform shape detection, mesh filtering is essential in the preprocessing stage. To reduce
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the amount of data, mesh decimation, such as the QEM algorithm [7], is widely used,
which merges vertices by edge collapse based on the quadric error metric (QEM) [1]. Later
algorithms [8,9] proposed a variety of new error metrics to improve the quality of the
original QEM algorithm. However, the current error metrics do not consider the overall
shapes, leading to distortion with an increased simplification rate.

To address this problem, we present a shape-preserving simplification method, which
filters mesh models to yield planar structures while preserving sharp features, detects the
shapes of planar regions, and simplifies the planar and non-planar regions constrained by
the overall shapes and local geometric features. In this paper, a method combining mesh
filtering and mesh simplification is adopted. On the one hand, the bilateral mesh filtering
method can progressively smooth planar regions while preserving sharp features; on the
other hand, the edge collapse simplification algorithm can reduce the number of triangular
faces. Compared to traditional mesh decimation methods, we classify vertices into three
types and assign different weights according to the regions they belong to. The order of
edge collapse is constrained by the planar regions detected in the previous step to avoid
collapse with the increase of the simplification rate. Therefore, the simplified models can
keep both planar structures and sharp features.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review related work in Section 2.
In Section 3, we detail the proposed simplification method. The experimental results are
presented and discussed in Section 4. Finally, we briefly summarize the paper in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Traditional simplification algorithms repeatedly decimate the input mesh accord-
ing to a cost function to preserve its appearance until the desired simplification rate is
reached [4]. According to the specific operating procedures, the current simplification
methods can be divided into four categories [10]: vertex decimation [11,12], vertex clus-
tering [13,14], subdivision meshes [15,16], and edge collapse [7,17]. Among them, edge
collapse-based mesh decimation methods are commonly used. Hoppe et al. [18] were
the first to define a cost function over edges to determine the collapse order. Following
this idea, Garland et al. [7] proposed a mesh simplification method based on the quadric
error metric (QEM). The QEM algorithm associated each vertex with its neighborhood and
expressed it as a quadric matrix, which could be used to calculate the collapse cost for
each vertex and edge [4]. It considered both the efficiency and quality of simplification
and has become a classic algorithm in the field of 3D model simplification. Based on the
original QEM algorithm, several methods have been developed by incorporating attribute
information, such as texture [8,9], curvature [19,20], mutual information [21], and spectral
properties [22]. Moreover, Hoppe et al. [23,24] proposed a progressive mesh model and a
viewpoint-based progressive mesh algorithm. Lindstrom et al. [25] proposed an image-
driven model simplification algorithm, which calculated the error metric on the rendered
images from multiple viewpoints. Parallel processing [26,27] was introduced to accelerate
the simplification process.

Because the shapes of buildings are constrained strictly, and the semantic information
is also complex, applying general simplification methods to 3D building models directly
may lead to distortion at a high simplification rate. Therefore, targeted simplification
methods [1,28–30] were proposed to adapt to the particularity of 3D buildings. Li et al. [31]
classified the geometric features of building models into three categories, and specific
rules were proposed to simplify each type of geometric feature. Similarly, Wang et al. [32]
divided the vertices of building models into boundary vertices, hole vertices, and other
vertices and simplified the models constrained by the topological dependencies of each
type of vertex.

In this paper, we predefine a set of planar regions after mesh filtering, classify vertices
into three types, and assign different weights according to the regions they belong to.
This method is quite helpful for buildings with huge planar regions because the overall
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appearance has been detected and preserved to avoid collapse with the increase of the
simplification rate.

3. Methodology

Most of the current 3D models are composed of triangular faces, so the simplification
method in this paper is designed for triangulated mesh models. This method works in
four steps: (1) The original model is preprocessed by mesh filtering that smooths planar
regions while preserving sharp features. (2) The rough planar regions are detected using the
region-growing algorithm, and the refined planar regions and boundaries between adjacent
regions are obtained by region merging and region optimization. (3) We recompute the
collapse cost for each edge and perform edge collapse constrained by the shape detection
results in the previous step. (4) We remap the texture after the geometric simplification.
The pipeline of the proposed method is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Pipeline of the proposed method.

3.1. Mesh Filtering

Triangulated mesh models generated by the photogrammetry pipeline are usually
noisy, where the distribution of face normals is irregular, further hindering the detection
of planar structures. Therefore, the original models need to be preprocessed. We follow
the bilateral mesh filtering algorithm [1] to progressively smooth planar regions while
preserving sharp features, such as edges and corners [33].

In this step, we decouple face normals and face vertices and refine them respec-
tively [34]. First, the original normal of each triangular face is calculated. Then, we perform
bilateral filtering to smooth these normals and update the corresponding vertex positions
iteratively until the requirement is met. The algorithm only modifies the geometric struc-
tures of mesh models while preserving the topological relation. Here, we introduce the
normal filtering algorithm in detail.

3.1.1. Face Normal Filtering

Given a triangular face fi, the initial normal is formulated as:

n fi
=

(v2 − v1)× (v3 − v1)

‖(v2 − v1)× (v3 − v1)‖
(1)

where v1, v2, and v3 are the vertices of fi. The denominator normalizes the normal.
After initializing each face normal, we apply a bilateral filter to refine its orientation.

Similar to bilateral image filtering, bilateral mesh filtering includes two types of weights:
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(1) spatial distance-based weights α fi f j
; (2) normal proximity-based weights β fi f j

[1]. The
two weight functions can be defined similarly to the Gaussian function:

α fi f j
= exp

−
∥∥∥c fi
− c f j

∥∥∥2

2σdis
2

, β fi f j
= exp

−
∥∥∥1− n fi

· n f j

∥∥∥2

(1− cosθ)2

 (2)

where the spatial distance between two faces fi and f j is calculated by the Euclidean
distance between their centroids c fi

and c f j
, n fi

and n f j
represent the normals of two faces,

σdis is the variance of the Euclidean distance, and θ is a user-specified angle threshold.
Empirically, θ is usually set to 20◦ to 30◦. The definitions show that both α fi f j

and β fi f j

are non-negative functions. The value of α fi f j
decreases as the spatial distance between

two faces increases. The value of β fi f j
is small when the orientation of two normals differs

significantly. That is to say, faces with small weights have a weak influence on each other.
When querying the neighborhood of a face, we should avoid the faces from crease

regions [1]. In this paper, we query the neighborhood in an adaptive scheme. For a face fi,
its neighborhood must satisfy two criteria: (1) It shares common vertices with the face fi.
(2) The angle between their face normal orientation is smaller than θ. We assign the face fi
a new normal n̂ fi

:

n̂ fi
=

1
wi

∑
f j∈N f j

A fi
· α fi f j

· β fi f j
· n fi

wi =

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥ ∑
f j∈N f j

A fi
· α fi f j

· β fi f j
· n fi

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
(3)

where N f j
denotes the neighborhood set of the face fi, A fi

is the area of the face fi, and
the new normal n̂ fi

is normalized by a factor wi. For triangulated mesh models whose
mesh sizes are not even, the topological neighborhood performs better than the distance-
based neighborhood while querying because it only includes faces with similar normal
orientations [1]. This step realizes the smoothing of face normals while preserving sharp
features. Through a few iterations of filtering, the face normals in the same planar regions
would be nearly homogeneous.

3.1.2. Vertex Position Updating

The vertex positions of models need to be updated with the new face normals.
Taubin et al. [35] iteratively updated vertex positions using the gradient descent method
based on the property that the orientations of face normals are orthogonal to the three edge
vectors. However, the algorithm is not practical. Sun et al. [36] proposed another iterative
algorithm with higher efficiency and better effects. The iterative strategy works as follows:

xi
′
= xi +

1
|Nvi ( f )| ∑

fk∈Nvi ( f )

[(
c fk
− vi

)
· ˆn fk

]
· n̂ fi

(4)

where Nvi ( f ) is the face set of the one-ring neighborhood of the vertex vi, c fk
is the centroid

of the face fk, and ˆn fk
is the filtered normal of the face fk.

Iteratively, the updated vertices generate the initial normals in the next iteration until
convergence. Figure 2 shows the mesh filtering results of the building model.

3.2. Shape Detection

The mesh filtering algorithm only modifies the geometric structures of mesh models
while preserving the topological relation. The modified mesh models further enhance
planar and non-planar regions’ features. Unlike general 3D models, buildings have more
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planar regions, such as walls, windows, and roofs, with sharp features like edges and
corners. If the original QEM algorithm is used for mesh simplification, these planar regions
may get distorted, and the overall shapes may be destroyed. Therefore, simplification
results can be further improved by detecting the typical shapes of buildings and performing
simplification constrained by them.

(a) Original meshes

(b) Filtered meshes

Figure 2. Comparison of the meshes before and after mesh filtering. (a) Original meshes. (b) Filtered
meshes. (Left to Right) Partial models, face normals, and overall models.

3.2.1. Region Growing

We obtain the plane detection results by using the region-growing algorithm. We select
an ungrouped face and traverse neighboring faces to compare their normal orientations. If
the orientations of two faces are similar, we merge them until there are no more faces with
similar orientations. Finally, we get a set of coarse planar regions, and each face has been
assigned to one of the regions [37]. The detail of the region-growing algorithm is shown in
Figure 3.

3.2.2. Region Optimization

The region-growing algorithm generates a set of coarse planar regions. However, the
shape detection results may be imperfect due to geometric noise and topological defects.
Figure 4 shows three common problems, and we summarize them as follows:

(1) Ungrouped triangular faces. The normal orientation of such a face differs from its
neighboring faces, so it cannot be grouped into any regions.

(2) Small regions. The region-growing algorithm aims to detect the overall shapes of
building models. Therefore, small regions should be grouped into the larger surround-
ing regions.

(3) Jagged borders. The boundaries of regions may appear jagged after growing, which
further affects the subsequent simplification process.

Therefore, we perform region optimization to refine the shape detection results. For
each problem mentioned above, specific approaches are designed. Ungrouped triangular
faces are solved in the same way as small regions. We calculate the average normal
orientations of their neighboring regions and group them into the region with the smallest
angle. If the new region is still smaller than the threshold, each face in the region must
be regrouped into one of its neighboring regions. We set a limitation that the minimum
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number of faces in a region should be no less than 10. For jagged borders, it is necessary to
smooth such boundaries. We filter out boundary faces and then count the number of faces
in the neighboring regions. Each boundary face is grouped into the region with more faces.

Figure 3. Pipeline of the region-growing algorithm.

(a) Ungrouped triangular faces (b) Small regions (c) Jagged borders

Figure 4. Examples of the common problems in the shape detection results. (a) Ungrouped triangular
faces. (b) Small regions. (c) Jagged borders.

The optimized results of Figure 4 are shown in Figure 5. Figure 6a,b display the full
effect: (1) Rough planar regions are detected using the region-growing algorithm, but the
shape detection results are imperfect due to noise. (2) Small regions have been grouped
into neighboring regions according to our approaches.
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(a) Ungrouped triangular faces (b) Small regions (c) Jagged borders

Figure 5. Optimized results of the examples in Figure 4. (a) Ungrouped triangular faces. (b) Small
regions. (c) Jagged borders.

(a) Coarse shape detection results (b) Optimized shape detection results

Figure 6. Comparison of the shape detection results before and after region optimization. (a) Coarse
shape detection results. (b) Optimized shape detection results.

3.3. Constraint Simplification

The basic principle of the edge-collapse algorithm is to merge the two vertices of
an edge into one vertex and delete the edge and its two neighboring triangular faces.
The algorithm decimates the input mesh according to a cost function until the desired
simplification rate is reached. For the cost function, the QEM algorithm [7] is a classic
method for calculating the collapse cost, which uses the sum of the distance from a point to
its neighboring faces as the error metric. The algorithm has been widely used because of
its efficiency and quality of simplification. In the original QEM algorithm, each vertex is
associated with a quadric matrix Qv. Given a face p = [a, b, c, d], the squared distance from
a vertex v = [x, y, z, 1] to the face is:

d(v)2 =
(

pTv
)2

= vT
(

ppT
)

v = vT(Kp
)
v

Kp = ppT =


a2 ab ac ad
ab b2 bc bd
ac bc c2 cd
ad bd cd d2

 (5)

Then, the sum of the squared distance from the vertex v to all neighboring faces is:

∆v = ∑
p∈planes(v)

(
pTv

)2
= ∑

p∈planes(v)
vT
(

ppT
)

v = vT

 ∑
p∈planes(v)

Kp

v = vTQvv (6)

For an edge l
(
vi, vj

)
, the quadric matrix is computed by adding the quadrics of its

two vertices, i.e., Qvi + Qvj . Finally, we define the cost function of the edge l
(
vi, vj

)
as:

∆v̄ = v̄T
(

Qvi + Qvj

)
v̄ (7)

where v̄ is a new vertex.
The QEM algorithm can simplify general 3D models effectively. However, buildings

have more planar regions with sharp features. If the original QEM algorithm is used for
mesh simplification, these planar regions may get distorted, and the overall shapes may be
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destroyed by increasing the simplification rate. Therefore, we detect the typical shapes of
buildings, perform simplification constrained by them, and preserve sharp features, such as
edges and corners. It is worth noting that we need a balance between feature preservation
and simplification efficiency.

We have predefined a set of planar regions in the previous step, and it is necessary
to design the corresponding constraints on edges and corners. We classify vertices into
three types and assign different weights according to the regions they belong to, as shown in
Figures 7 and 8. The faces, edges, and corners weights are set to 1, 10, and 100, respectively.

(a) V1 (b) V2 (c) V3

Figure 7. Types of vertices. (a) Vertices belong to one region. (b) Vertices belong to two regions.
(c) Vertices belong to three regions.

(a) L11 (b) L12 (c) L22

Figure 8. Types of edges. (a) Both vertices are of type V1. (b) One vertex is of type V1 and the other
is of type V2. (c) Both vertices are of type V2.

3.4. Texture Remapping

We adopt an automatic generation method for color models based on patch decom-
position. This method simplifies a model without texture, divides the mesh into patches,
remaps each patch with a lower resolution than the original model, and finally merges each
patch’s texture to form a hierarchical simplified textured model. See patent [38] for details.

4. Results and Discussions
4.1. Simplification Results

Figure 9 shows the results in the pipeline of the proposed method: mesh filtering, shape
detection, and mesh simplification. Small regions are grouped into the larger surrounding
regions for high-level simplification results. In total, the original model has 75,285 faces,
while the simplified model remains 736 faces. The simplification ratio exceeds 99%, but the
model still preserves the original appearance.

4.2. Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis

We compare the simplification results of a building model with a more complex
structure. MeshLab is an open-source model processing software with many embedded
simplification algorithms, and here we use the Quadric Edge Collapse function for compari-
son. Figure 10 displays the original model, and Figures 11 and 12 display the simplification
results of the proposed method and the QEM algorithm when the simplification rates are
50%, 90%, and 99%, respectively. It can be seen from the results that the two methods can
preserve the overall structure of the original model when the simplification rate is 50%.
However, our method still preserves the appearance while the overall shape simplified
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by the QEM algorithm has been destroyed as the simplification rate increases, especially
when it reaches 99%. Moreover, we remap the texture after the geometric simplification
and compare it with the texture simplification method in MeshLab.

(a) Original meshes (b) Filtered meshes

(c) Planar regions (d) Simplified meshes

Figure 9. Examples of the results in the pipeline. (a) Original meshes (75,285 faces). (b) Filtered
meshes. (c) Planar regions. (d) Simplified meshes (736 faces).
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Figure 10. Original meshes (36,841 faces).

Except for the qualitative comparison, we also compare the results quantitatively.
Here, we use the Hausdorff distance as the evaluation metric. It can be seen from Table 1
that the simplification error of the QEM algorithm is a little lower than that of our method
when the simplification rate is low. As the simplification ratio increases gradually, the
advantage of our method is beginning to show. Especially when the simplification rate
reaches 99%, the simplification error of our method is much lower than that of the QEM
algorithm. We investigate the error curves and find out the cause of the difference. When
the simplification rate is relatively low, the mesh retains plenty of triangular faces, so the
simplification results of the two methods are not much different. However, we perform
mesh filtering before simplification, slightly changing the original model’s appearance.
Therefore, the simplification error of our method is a litter higher. With the simplification
rate increasing, the structural features of the model will become less. The original QEM
algorithm considers only local geometric features and decimates the mesh locally, leading
to the distortion of the overall shape. Our method detects planar regions’ shapes, simplifies
the mesh constrained by the detection results, and preserves sharp features, such as edges
and corners. Because we assign higher weights to the non-planar regions, the planar regions
are first simplified, which has little influence on the overall shape. Even with a much higher
simplification rate, the edges and corners of the building are the last to be considered.

Table 1. Quantitative comparison of our method and the QEM algorithm.

Simplification Rates (%) Our Method (cm) QEM Algorithm (cm)

10 0.0258 0.0262
20 0.0292 0.0281
30 0.0335 0.0363
40 0.0403 0.0459
50 0.0485 0.0451
60 0.0626 0.0620
70 0.0819 0.1131
80 0.1223 0.1754
90 0.2353 0.4287
95 0.4525 0.5731
99 2.2238 5.1416
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(a) Simplification rate of 50%

(b) Simplification rate of 90%

(c) Simplification rate of 99%

Figure 11. Simplified meshes in our method. (a) Simplification rate of 50% (36,841 faces). (b) Simplifi-
cation rate of 90% (3682 faces). (c) Simplification rate of 99% (365 faces).
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(a) Simplification rate of 50%

(b) Simplification rate of 90%

(c) Simplification rate of 99%

Figure 12. Simplified meshes in the QEM algorithm. (a) Simplification rate of 50% (36,841 faces).
(b) Simplification rate of 90% (3682 faces). (c) Simplification rate of 99% (365 faces).

4.3. Comprehensive Analysis

We select an area of buildings for simplification comparison, as shown in Figure 13. The
original model has 1,841,516 faces, while the simplified model remains 4280 faces, where the
simplification rate reaches 99.8%. Figure 13b,c show the comparison between the simplified
results of our method and the QEM algorithm. It can be seen from the figure that the result
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of the QEM algorithm has collapsed with broken and disordered triangular faces, and the
corresponding texture is confused due to the geometric error. However, in the case of the
same simplification rate, the overall shape distortion of the simplified model in this paper is
within an acceptable range, and the texture remapping is also clearly discernible.

(a) Original meshes

(b) Simplified meshes in our method

(c) Simplified meshes in the QEM algorithm

Figure 13. Comparison of the simplification results in our method and the QEM algorithm. (a) Orig-
inal meshes (1,841,516 faces). (b) Simplified meshes in our method at the simplification rate of
99.8% (4280 faces). (c) Simplified meshes in the QEM algorithm at the simplification rate of 99.8%
(4280 faces).
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5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a simplified method that preserves the overall shapes of buildings
in urban scenes. First, we preprocess mesh models by mesh filtering that refines the normal
orientation of each triangular face and updates the corresponding vertex positions. The
filtering process smooths planar regions while preserving sharp features, which further
improves the performance of the subsequent simplification process. Then, we perform a
region-growing algorithm on the models to detect the shapes of planar regions. After mesh
filtering and shape detection, we develop the QEM algorithm for mesh simplification based
on a hierarchical definition strategy of the error metric, which assigns different weights
to the planar and non-planar regions. Finally, we adopt an automatic generation method
for color models based on patch decomposition to obtain hierarchical simplified textured
models. The experimental results show that compared to the original QEM algorithm,
the proposed method can preserve the overall shapes of models, especially when the
simplification rate is very high. However, the work of this paper has shortcomings. First,
the ranges of regions and the weights of vertices are manually defined, which limits
the method in this paper. Second, we do not fully utilize the semantic information of
building models. How to carry out complete semantic modeling of buildings still requires
investigation. In the future, the goal of simplification should be to associate the buildings
at different levels according to geometry, topology, and semantics and to create a smoother
transition in the visual sense between different levels.
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